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JOLT PHONE APP

JOLT Phone App sets a new standard for

Android dialers with extensive

customization, productivity tools, and

upcoming referral program.

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, July 5, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- JOLT Phone App,

developed by I CUBE ACCESS, is

transforming the way Android users

experience their call screens, bringing

unprecedented levels of

personalization and customization to

the forefront. As the future of calling,

JOLT enables users to transform their

dialer app into a unique, personalized

experience.

Unlike traditional dialer apps that

come pre-installed on Android devices,

JOLT empowers users to customize

every aspect of their calling experience.

This has led to over 2 million downloads, a 4.2-star rating on the Google Play Store, and more

than 7,000 reviews, showcasing a growing trend among Android users who seek more

personalized experiences.

Why JOLT Stands Out

Traditional dialer apps are often generic and lack the ability to cater to individual preferences.

JOLT changes this by offering extensive customization features, including:

1. Customizable Call Screen: Users can modify layouts, calling styles, buttons, and even

ringtones. Personalize the call screen background with images, videos, or selfie categories that

change with each call.

2. Personalization Features: Users can adjust app colors, contact avatars, themes, app icons, and
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tabs to match their preferences.

3. Productivity Tools: With features like NOTES

and MANAGE Calls, users can capture important

moments and set reminders for work, business,

and personal engagements.

4. CALL STATUS Setup: Inform other callers of

your status (Busy, In a Meeting, On Vacation,

Battery Low) without having to answer the call.

5. Voice and Video Messaging: Share voice or

video messages with callers who couldn't reach

you, eliminating the need for paid voicemail

services.

A New Era of Personalization

JOLT's developers are focused on enhancing the

user experience by making personalization more

accessible and enjoyable. Recognizing that every

mobile phone user is different, JOLT offers

extensive customization options to ensure that

users can create a dialer app that truly reflects

their personality and preferences.

Upcoming Referral Program

To further extend its reach and engage users, JOLT is excited to announce an upcoming referral

Personalization and

customization are the future

of mobile experiences. Your

phone should reflect your

unique style and

preferences, making every

interaction truly your own.”

Kaushal Patel

program that will allow users to extend their free trial

period. This program aims to reward both existing users

and new sign-ups, ensuring that more people can enjoy

the full range of JOLT’s premium features.

Language Localization

JOLT is also proud to offer language localization in 16

languages, ensuring that users have the flexibility to use

the app in their preferred language. The supported

languages include:

1.  English

2.  Arabic

3.  Spanish

4.  French

5.  Russian

6.  Portuguese

7.  Hindi

8.  Marathi
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9.  Bengali

10.  Odia

11.  Kannada

12.  Malayalam

13.  Tamil

14.  Telugu

15.  German

16.  Italian

About I CUBE ACCESS

Founded by Kaushal Patel, who has

over 11 years of experience in the

telecom sector, I CUBE ACCESS is

dedicated to developing innovative

mobile applications that enhance user

experience. The JOLT Phone App is the

latest in their lineup of products

designed to disrupt the mobile app

market by offering unmatched

customization and personalization

features.

Conclusion

The JOLT Phone App is not just a dialer app; it’s a platform for personalization, creativity, and

productivity. With JOLT, every call becomes a unique experience tailored to the user’s

preferences. Get ready to experience a new way of calling with JOLT.

For more information about the JOLT Phone App and to stay updated on the referral program,

visit our blog at JOLT Blog and download the app from the Google Play Store.

Contact Information:

I CUBE ACCESS

Email: officialcreativethinkers@gmail.com

Website: https://joltphone.app/
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I CUBE ACCESS
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